On 18th July 16 @2:30 am my Electric vehicle Estrima birò was set in fire in front of my Flat, it burned with the left door open (driver’s door being an Italian vehicle) which burned the taxi parked next to it, giving the maker the security that it was arson, that the door was opened in order to sweet fire directly to the acid lead gel batteries that sat underneath the seat.

The fire spread to the tree in front of the house (which had been halved by next door neighbour without permission, trespassing property, just a month before, as I and other neighbours in the street suspect he planned it and wanted to reduce the risk of having fire to his property when setting fire to my vehicle that is classified as a four wheels electric mopped).

After years & years of problems with the neighbour downstairs, and next door one at xxx (who are friends), with whom I have a long list of police cads. This was done due to my ethnicity and the fact that despite the numerous attacks "I haven't gone away".

I am a vulnerable single mum with an 8 year old daughter. We had to evacuate from fire that reached our window on the first floor where we were asleep and woke up by our dog barking, we are traumatised. A week before my vehicle was set in fire, I managed to get a police order against one of 85a's son Gavin, in order for him not to threaten or abuse me and my dog any longer.

Two years ago following the minors attacks from xxx, the police gave me permission to install cameras, but partners for improvement on Islington that manages the property on behalf of Islington council refused to grant me permission. I have a physical disability and I am being checked for an overlapping syndrome; I suffer of chron disease, pancreatitis and lupus all three auto immune. my benefits ESA and as a consequence PIP have been cut due to have been turned down at a medical check( despite my conditions for which I am appealing) after I was asked whether I paid contribution in the last five years, for which I was on sickness due to my health. I moved to UK and have been resident in the uk since October 1992(24 years) and since the BREXIT I have experienced more hate crime that in the past. I am ill and sick and traumatised because of fire that was arson, and my 8 year old daughter is also traumatised.

We were already victim of domestic violence, for which we have undergoing counselling

Because PC xxx does not have evidence (a neighbour witnessed a motorbike leaving , but tfl camera did not catch it as it has must driven on the footpath and turned into xxx Estate in xxx Rd), he wants to close the file claiming it being an electric fault despite the maker of the vehicle ( an electric mopped) stated that because it was not charging there is no contact between battery vehicle and electricity, and because the left side door ( drivers side behind Italian) burned open it means that someone opened it to set fire from inside, in fact the right hand side door ( passengers door) burned closed.

The seller of the batteries made in writing that acid lead gel batteries are the safest one can buy and that they do not take fire unless fire is set to it.

Please help, my 8 year old daughter and I have suffered a lot during the last few years especially because we are two female that have not "bend their had " to all the violence and abuse received and have kept reporting it to the police, we have been insulted because we are Italian, and xxx keeps provoking arguments , for many years she has tried to have me evicted putting misery into my life, following her ex husband wanting to marry me (with whom I did not go out together) , she keeps calling me " f...g Italian" , and despite she does not live at the property, she comes in every single day in order to move the rubbish bins from the bottom of the communal front garden ( which she doesn't want me to use), where I have placed them for health and safety reasons , and keeps placing the rubbish and recycle bins next to the main entrance door.
If that night of the fire the rubbish and recycle bins had been there, next to the main entrance door, my 8 year old daughter and I would not have been able to evacuate the premise.

Please help!
Thank you
Regards
Valentina Governi